E-Pacer
Zero-lift transfers: The E-Pacer can perform the
sit-to-stand transfer that is part of every gait
training session with no lifting on the part of
the caregiver.
Gait training with extra stability: The E-Pacer’s
strong and rigid frame gives security for
heavier or taller clients.
Expandable legs: Widen the base legs for
clients needing extra step width or to get up
close to a wheelchair prior to a transfer.
Height range: The 66cm adjustment range
of the E-Pacer’s electric lift column provides
great versatility for use with clients of different
statures.
Built-in scale: the optional Bluetoothequipped scale and new Gait Tracker mobile
app measure the load on the body support,
allowing caregivers to track a client’s weightbearing progress over time.
Switch-pole: Lets the caregiver operate the lift
without bending down or turn it around to
give the client control of the lift.

Frame Colour Options

Optional Accessories
Arm Platfoms

Arm Prompts

Ankle Prompts

Odometer

Thigh Straps

Hip Positioner

Pelvic Support

Removable back belt
Front Handle

Switch Pole

Scale

E-PACER

2019 order form
Use dimension chart to select appropriate size.

K660
* Frame includes one battery, one battery charger and charger power cord (international power cords available on request)

K661

* Color

Red
CHOOSE

Blue
Gray
Lime
Pink

Scale (must be chosen at the time of the original purchase. It cannot be added later.)

K662

Odometer

K663

Front handle

K665
K666

Switch pole
Small arm prompts

K305

Large arm prompts

K315

Arm platforms

K397

New! Arm platforms with handgrips

K396

CHOOSE

Small

K667

Large

K668

CHOOSE

Small

K541

Arm supports (pair)
CHOOSE

Hip positioner

Hip positioner pad

CHOOSE

Thigh straps

CHOOSE

Pelvic support

Large

K542

Small

K306

Medium

K316

Large

K326

Narrow

K308

Wide

K338

Ankle prompts

K684

Additional battery

K307

Additional thigh straps
CHOOSE

Narrow single

K318

Narrow pair

K308

Wide single

K328

Wide pair

K338

Removable back belt

K327

Rifton accessories tote

K522

Total

K660

* Required

For all order enquiries please
email admin @medix21.co.nz or
Tel 04 233 1627

Exclusive to:
Medix21
29 Jarden Mile
Ngauranga 6035
Wellington

